Resolution enhanced homonuclear carbon decoupled triple resonance experiments for unambiguous RNA structural characterization.
Large RNAs (>30 nucleotides) suffer from extensive resonance overlap that can seriously hamper unambiguous structural characterization. Here we present a set of 3D multinuclear NMR experiments with improved and optimized resolution and sensitivity for aiding with the assignment of RNA molecules. In all these experiments strong base and ribose carbon-carbon couplings are eliminated by homonuclear band-selective decoupling, leading to improved signal to noise and resolution of the C5, C6, and C1' carbon resonances. This decoupling scheme is applied to base-type selective 13C-edited NOESY, 13C-edited TOCSY (HCCH, CCH), HCCNH, and ribose H1C1C2 experiments. The 3D implementation of the HCCNH experiment with both carbon and nitrogen evolution enables direct correlation of 13C and 15N resonances at different proton resonant frequencies. The advantages of the new experiments are demonstrated on a 36 nucleotides hairpin RNA from domain 5 (D5) of the group II intron Pylaiella littoralis using an abbreviated assignment strategy. These four experiments provided additional separation for regions of the RNA that have overlapped chemical shift resonances, and enabled the assignment of critical D5 bulge nucleotides that could not be assigned using current experimental schemes.